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February 20, 1985 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory _C.inits ..
Region II 
Attn: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator 
101 Marietta Street, NW.  
Silte 2900 
Atlanta, Georgia 30323 _u-_../I, 

Deo Dr. Grace: 

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 - DOCIMT NO. 50-390 - STATUS FOR FUEL LOADING 

This is to certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the design, construction, 
testing, and preparation for operation of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant unit 1 have 
essentially been completed in accordance with desoriptions contained in the 
Watts Bar Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and other licensing documents.  

The status of completion of Watts Bar unit I has been reviewed, and all ItMs 
have either been resolves or are being tracked to achieve appropriate 
resolution. It is anticipated that certain activities will not be completed at 

' the time of fuel loading. We have identified these items, evaluated their 
potential impact on the safety of facility operation, and provided Justification 
for their scheduled oompletion. Based on the planned resolution of the 
incomplete it•s as sdheduled, including those lnticipated to be incomplete at 
the time of fuel loading, us have concluded that ,nit 1 is ready for licensing 
and operation.  

Incomplete construction activities are discussed in ene,-sure 1, sections A, B, 
and C. Incomplete surveillance instructions being writte, to implasent the 
technteal specification surveillance requirements are discussed in enclosure 1, 
section D. Incomplete preoperatioml testing is discussed in enclosure 2.  
Finally, incomplete corrective action for construction deficiency reports is 
addressed in enclosure 3.  

We have concluded that the status of these item, including related compensatory 
actions, should not preclude issuance of an operating license.  

The TVA Quality Assurance organization has made independent reviews of program 
activities in the engineering, construction, and operation oreniuzations 
relative to readiness for licensing and operation or the unit, and all iteas 
identified have been resolved or entered ý.,to a tracking systm that ensures 
completion before associated milestones. Based on limited reviews by the 
Nuclear Safety Review Staff of all program activities in engineering and 
construction and a series of operational readiness Mviews, one item (involving 
material verification for modifications after fuel load) was identified 
requiring resolution before fuel load. Pending resolution of identified itim 
as scheduled, both organizations have indicated no reservations that the unit is 
ready for licensing and operation.  

An EQual Opportunity Employer



U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission February 20, 1985 

If you have any questLons.t1 plese get In touch with R. H. Shell at 
715 858-2688.  

Very truly yours, 

TENNESSIE 'VALLET AITHORIT! 

H. G. Parris 
Manager of Powcr and Enginmring 

Encloures (3) 
oc: Director of Nucleua Reactor Regulation (Enclosures) 

Attention: Ms. E. Ader~m, Chief 
Lioensing Branch No. 4 
Ditision of Lioensing 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cinission 
Washington, D.C. 20555



ENCLOSUVE 1 

VATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 
OUTSTANDING WORK ITEMS 

A. 10 CFR 50 Appendix I 

Appendix B modifications will be completed inside primary containment on 
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (VBN) before mit -1 -fml loading and outside 
primary containment by start of ED4e 3. The work outside of unit 1 
pri mary -otaInent consists of the following physical work activitivs: 
cable tray wrap (approximately 1000 feet), conduit wrap (approximately 
2000 feet), fire detector installation (approximately 60 each), 
replacement of fire doors (approximately 7), and completion of seismic 
supports on fire protection aprinkler piping (approximately 100 supports 
In auxiliary building).  

Sound justificatl on exists for excluding the high pressure fire 
protection (HPF?* s3tsmIC supports from those Itms required for fuel 
load. The probi.bility of experiencing a design basis seismic event 
during tt*-. app.oximately 6-week period between fuel load and heatup 
(mode 3) is 4d;ged to be extremely small. Furthermore, the boron 
dilution event is L.ae only accident which could have significant safety 
consequence during this period. TVA believes that a Seismic event 
postulated to occur 4uring this time period which could potentially cause 
the HPFP piping in the auxiliary building to fall in the precise manner 
so as to initiate an uncontrolled boron dilution event and also disable 
the neutron source range indication is highly unlikely.  

During the interim period between fuel loading and mode 3, TVA will 
initiate the necessary fire patrols and fire watches as prescribed in 
draft technical specification section 3.7.11.2 and 3.7.12.  

The purpose of the fire detectors is to indicate undesirable combustion 
in the monitored areas. The safety function provided by the fire 
detectors ca, be achieved by establishing a fire patrol in the affected 
areAs as prescribed in section 3.3.3.8 of the technical specifications.



D. Critical Safety S, I'm Components (CSC) and Non-("C

Thre are appiozimtely 120 unit-1-related work Items on VBN to be 
empleted Etar tl lcading of unit 1. Ten C these items affect the 
as-built plut- In eiormanaa with the FSAR and/or affect a TVA licensing 

mitment. ?hues 10 itms are listed in attachment I with item number, 
ite4esuIptiemmd Jstitflation for each Ite= extending pest fuel 
loading. The remWaini items are wt listed uniquely asthey are system 
ebhauoummnts, oWise qaoe additions/changus, and nonarltical safety 
syatm ihangs that do not afteot the as-Iuilt pl3it as desribed In the 
15*3 and/or otber llnsing oamitamnt. Rach 01 the 120 work Item Is 
listed on the WNN outstanding work item list (OWIL) and will have a 
design safety evaluation made with the results documented in accord'hoe 
with engineering design prondure (V) 2.13 before unit 1 fuel loading.



OWIL Itse 
Number

Enclosure I 
Attachment I 
Page 1 of 3

Description

ECK 2351 Additional diesel 
generator unit (ADWU)

EC£ 4594 Complete heating, 
ventilating, and air 
conditioning (HVAC) 
controls work In low 
level radioactive waste 
(LLRW).  

E£0 4816 Add temperature witch on 
auxiliary building standby 
RVAC coolers to make logic 
agree with schematics 

E14 41884 VIF radio and paging

Justification

The AD13 will be used as a backup in 
maintenance #t-ations and therefore 
is not required to be operational 
fr- s a safety standpoint during 

-iiival opeamtioor the plant. .  

The essential raw cooling water 
(ERCW) to the ADWU is installed. The 
valves which comect the ADCU to the 
ERCW are closed and an interface hold 
order in place on each valve.  
Electrical oomectors which will 
allow use of the ADOU have been 
installed and an interface hold 
placed on their use. This system 
will not be used until NRC approval 
Is given and all reops are completed 
satisfactorily.

This modification will not be needed 
to prooess radvaste until after 
initial plant operations. This will 
be installed after material receip'.  
and in advance of the need for the 
compactor in radwaste processing.  

The remaining change for this ECN is 
to instatlr r temperature switch on 
auxiliary B standby HVAC cooler fans 
to prevent their operating when not 
required. Presently they operate 
simultaneously with primary fans.  
This change only eliminates their 
unneeded operation and does not 
affect safety. Therefore, deferral 
until after fuel loading is 
acceptable.  

The only portion of this work 
required to met TVA coemitament or 
for safety is completion of 
ormnunication comite-ents (in health 
physics area) under the radiological 
emergency plan (REP). 1EP work is 
not required until initial 
criticality since no radiologioal 
hazard exists until after that time.



Enclosu-e 1 
Attachment I 
Page 2 of 3

OVIL Item 
Dimber Description

£01 4884 (Continued) 

RC0 N978 Spray shields on hydrogen 
llpiters In upper 
compar tment s 

ECNin 5070 Technical support center 
and 5355 (15C) and safety parameter 

display system (S•P) 
modifications other than 
computer room hardware 

PT 18279 Terminate cables for 
reactor vent and 
condensate vacuum vent 
radiation monitors to the 
TSC computer 

W 5246) Reanalyze resiaal heat 
removal (RHR) relief 
valve discharge lines 
inside contaimrent and 
add hangers as necessary.

Justification

Remaining work Is an enhenoement of 
present facilities and is therefore 
Justitlid for completion later.  

These -OleldB have -t- bet i aporoved 
for use by IRC at this time.  
Implementation will be contingent on 
NRC approval.  

These modifioat~ior have been 
comitted to be installed by startup 
after the first refueling outage.  
The justifications for this are found 
in TVA's response to NUREG-0737, 
supplement 1.  

This Is the-only computer room 
hardware item not expected to be 
complete by fuel loading. New cables 
have been pulled to match new 
radiation monitors but require 
cnmnector installation before 
termination.  

The information provided by these 
monitors will be available in the 
main control room (MCR). Also, 
operation of the TSC computer is not 
required until the first ref•Nling 
outage. Therefore, deferral of this 
work until the first refueling outage 
is acceptable.  

This wrk is to analyze the RHR 
relief valve discharge lines 
downstream of the RHR relief valves 
for a hitler temperature than 
ourrently analyzed. The relief 
Valves can adequately discharge water 
up to 212OF in the current con
figuration. Rifler temperatures 
would cause flashing in the discharge 
lines and Introduce line movements 
which could cause potential valve 
damage. Since temperatures exceeding 
212°F occur only as the reactor 
goes into mode 41, it is acceptable to 
defer completion of this work until 
initiation of mode 4.



Enclosure I 
Attachment I 
Page 3 of 3

OWIL Item 
Wember Descrlption

EWI 5320 Modify Foxboro racks for 
addition of automatic-low 
power feedwater control

Justification

This addition Is for automatic low 
power control of the bypass feedwater 
vlves. This Is not a safety-related 
function. Therefore, deferral of 
t,'s modification until after f'.Il 
l,ading is acceptable. -

Items 
concerning 
NUREG-0612, 
FS-J39, and 
EQi 4411

Replacement and/or upgrade 
cranes, slings, or other 
lifting devices

This is for completion cf remaining 
work on lifting devices falling under 
WIUREG-O61. !' 116 isetermined that 
the devices in question are rot 
needed to perform safety-related 
lifts until the beinning of the 
first refueling outage. Any 
unexpected lifts will be analyed to 
conform with NUREG-0612. Therefore, 
this work is not needed before first 
refueling outage.

-5-



C. Interfaces Betweez nits and the Use of ?Tmpora y. terattons (TA) 

The Interface propma uses tic basic tools to control the interfaces 
between the licensed and unlioensed units. These tic are (1) interface 
hold orders and (2) interface Temporary Alteration Control Forms 
(TACFs). The points of Interaction between the licensed and unlloensed 
unit's systems or components4 may be temporarily altered by wire lifts, 
jumpers, damper or valve removal, drain capping, and installation of 
temporar•tblanling pilates or cross-tie lines. An example of a typical 
lnterface point iuod be the Jimper In the protection racks which 
disables -the unit 2 safety-injoe-tion seidal's ability to start all of 
the diesel generators.  

Temporary alterations to the physicel facilities of. the plant are 
oontrolled under AI-2.15. TA(Fs in effect at fuel load will have a USQD 
performed per &I-2.18 or will have a safety evaluation performed by the 
Office of Engineering (OE). If a TAGP to a systes configuration Is to 
remain an an operable system longer thar 3D days, all controlled copies 
of' the 'as oonstrteted" drwings shall be marked. Copies of existing 
TACs and their Safety Reviews are onsite and available for review.

-6-



D. Operatioml Imtructions (MIs, 30s1, Sis)

The follovis Vatt Bar Surmillanae Requirements will not have a PORCreviewe S1 Wu'O fuu lad. All required operating instructions 
will be wittan approved.  

SR 4.111i1.13 t5"Z41?25) - Once per 12 months perform a Suma isotopic 
anlysis on at lent ae mple of sedinmit from the holding p~nd.  Since tih is/-a deook of tl ooncentration or radioactive mterial releasd In liquid effi'ents to unrestricted reas, it is not required .and not msaningful until some tim after plant strtup.  

S3R .4.5.0 thM!Qh 4.4.5.1 - The ASHl Section ZI augmented inserviea inspetion prolrm (LIP) oomrs atm 1nerator samples, tube sample selection and inspection, Impection frequencies, acceptance criteria, and reports. The Nuclear Servioes Division Is reparing these Instructions and will submit the inservioe inspection proram six months before the first refueling outage. This meets SER section 5.2.4 and 6.6 requirements of the lIP being submitted to the NRC staff for approval before the first refueling outage.  

SR 4.4.10 - Inspection of each reactor coolant pump flywheel per Regulatory Gudde (Aug. 1975) will be submitted in conjunction with the 
inservice Inspection program above.  

SR 4.0.5 (SI-4.0.5.0) - This is only part of the ASME Section X1 implementation. SI•4.0.5.0 is a visual inspection of pressurized piping at system conditions following startup after an outage and will not be written until after fuel load. Unique 10-year interval requirements, such as system hydros, will be written and approved well ahead of required perfow-aanoe. Other portions of this SR will be 
implemented before fuel load.  

Additional technical specification itms are still being discussed between TVA and Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR). Any additional uswyeillanoe instructions which result from the resolution of these issues will be prepared to allow performance before entry into required 
modes.



ENCLOSURE 2 

VATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 
PROP ERATINAL TESTING 

All of the Preoperational Test Program open Items that have been identified 
as being Important to safety vwil be satisfactorily tested before fuel 
loading. The F3 Chapter 14, Table 111.2-1, identifies 30 preoperational 
tests that are not scheduled to be aompleted until after fuel load. These 
tests are included as attachment I.  

We have identified open itmas on 13 preoperational tests that will not be 
resolved until after fuel load. Attachment II Identifies these tests and 
the open items associated with each test. Testing currently In progress 
could also identify additional itmas which will not be tested until after 
fuel load.



Enclonure 2 
Attachment I

V-1.5 
v-1.6 
V- 1.8 
V-1.9 
V-5 .1 
V-5.2 
V-5.3 
V-5 .  
V-7.5 
V-8.1 
V-8.2 
V-8. 4 
V-8.5 
V-9.3 
V-9. 4 
W-9.5 
W-9. 6 
W-9.7 
V-9.11 
W-10.2 
W-11.2 
TVA-10 
TVA-11A & B 
TVA-12A 
TVA-22 
TVA-23A & BI 
TVA-29 
TVA-55 
TVA-70 
TVA-71

AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
APL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL 
AFL

"The thermal expansion of the I 
at the various power plateaus 
,hiiming will be performed as 
criteria.

By Hot Shutdown 
By Hot Shutdom 
By Hot Shutdown 
By Hot Standby 
Before Initial Criticality 
Before Initial Criticality 
Def we Initial Criticality 
By Rot -Shutdom 

15 to D% Power 
50% Power 
Rot Shutdown 
0 to 6% Power 
Escalation to Pull Power 
Escalation to Full Power 

Escalation to Pull Power 
Before Initial Criticality.  
75% Power 

By Hot Standby 

By 10% Power 

feedwater system will be checked 
during power asoension testing.  
required to meet inspection



Encl osu.re 2 Attachment II 

(a). TVA-12D - Offaite Power System (reactor coolant pump (RCP) boards) 
- The test is written to test the reactor coolant pump boards for 
both units 1 and 2. The remaining open Item is on the unit 2 RCP 
boards.  

(b). TVA-16B - Vital DC Power System - Battery Load' Veriflcation 
9- lseattwo) 9 . and 565 of -thft teat * 12 t perf amed during Startup 

* Tesmp4•I-.9B, Loss of Offtite Powet, and SU-6.2, Trip fam .100
perat4@ower. These steps observe the Vital dc system behavior.  

*' dur•.tIh two Startup tests. *-.  

TVA -- Essential law Coohng Watqtr Flow Balanoe - Thig mitem has 
been lWeted on the existing carbon steel valves. The.  

perature control valves dn upper and lower oontaiment vent 
coolers, control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) coolers, and RC rptor 
coolers will be retested after ECNs 2756 and 4845 replace the valve 
bodies. This will imrove system integrity.  

(d). TVA-24 - Fire Protection - Ventilation System - An exception is 
made on testing of several dampers because construction of the Hot 
Shop Area has not been completed. Testing will be performed 
imediately after hot shop completion. Testing these fire dampers 
in the shop area after fuel load will have no effect on unit 1 
operation. The hot shop area is not used until after initial 
criticality, and the dampers will be tested before area use.  

(e) TVA-28 - Sampling System - The hydroe amlvr will be instl -/ 
cA nd calibrated before initial c*icality. A sampling capability 

check of the upper head injection (UHI) surge tank and water 
4accumulator cannot be done until the accumulator i.spressurized.  

jj... •--The gross failed fuel detector (GFFD) samples oannvot be obtained 
Y until the system has been placed in service. The GFFD system i.  

not needed until initial criticality. Distillate and concentrate 
,-.samples at the boric acid evaporator will be tested after 

construction work is complete on E01 3815. It should be rated that 
plant operation without this modification will result only in an 
economic penalty to TV& dte to increased boric acid ure and waste 
processing requirements. Testing relative to the sodium analyzer 
can only be done when the steam generator reaches pressure and 

*temperature during startup. All these tests will be completed 
d befaft..i tial oritimlity.  

Xf). TVA-310- Process Radiation Monitoring - Two radiation monitors on 
the b~to acid evaporator packages will be tested when t* • 

a evaw4ors are operational after the scheduled modifications are 
S " compls1ed. (See item (e) concerning boric acid evaporator.)

(g). TVA-51 - Flood Mode Protection System . The test is written for 
both units I and 2. All of the unit I testing is complete. Unit 2 
spool pieces for the HPF? connection to the unit 2 auxiliary 
feedwater pumps will be tested later.



(h). TVA-53 - Equ ient for Replacement of RadwasL Filter Elements 
Test portions oonceming the spent f.lter storae pit wlll be 
tested when the Westinghouse drum gab lift and drum shield are 
available. Testing of unit 2 filter equlpemnt vwil be done prior 
to nLL.Lfusl loading. This equipmet 13 Used only In the storage 
area and performs no safety function.  

(i). V-1.1 - Reactor Coolant -4ystYm (AM3) Heatup for Rot Functioml 
Testing - Stem Generators 1-4 reference level .controllers (L-3
231,232,233,234) automatic response failed to meet test acceptance 
criteria. M Is evaluating callbation data Submitted by Preop.  
N, 11o additional retesting Is expected, and these Itms will be closed 
before Initial criticality. The chemical and volume control system 
(CVC5) letdown pressure control valve PO/-62-81 will be changed out. • , 
because it is not properly aized (Cy is too large) to control RCS 
pressure automatically with the R3 aystem water solid. With the 
present configuration, the RM pressure can be controlled manuall 0 when It is water solid. The valve will be replaced and the solid 
system response retested when the new valve Is supplied by 
Vest ingouse.  

(j). W-1.2 - RM Heatup for Hot Functional Testing - (1) Drawings will 
be revised to show the actual location of the acoustic valve 
monitoring system (AVI5) accelerometers for the Pressurizer relief 
valves (PORVs) PCV-68-334,340A upstream of the valves instead of 
downstream. This is a documentation item only and does not affect 
plant operation. (2) Calibration of the pressurizer level 
transmitter LT-68-320 will be reverified; the scaling calculations 
and the calibration procedur*s for the pressurizer level 
transmitter LT-68-325C and -326C will be checked for correctness; 
and static alignments will be performed on pressurizer level 
transmitters LT-68-325C and -326C. (3) The dmaged AVM6 
annunciator relay (KI on TEC Model 1314 annunciator card) will be 
replaced and retested. Relay PWIAR which caused relay K1 to fail 
has already been modified by E10 5169. (4) Pressurizer safety 
valve bench testing data must be obtained from the vendor and 
included in the Preop test results Pckage. (5) The Foxboro and 

%-Barton pressurizer level transmitters will be checked for ageement 
within their required accuracies during R(M heatup to normal 
operating tmperatures. (6) Pressurizer pressure transmitter 
testing will be completed at normal RM operating temperature. (7) 
The air temperatures Inside the team generator enclosures will be 
rechecked at normal RM operating temperature. The ventilation 
mystem ductwork has already been modified to redirect the air flow 
at the top of the steam generator enclomures. Test items 2-6 above 
cannot be completed utl the unit reaches operating pressure and 
temperature but will be completed before initial criticality. Test 
it1__7 has been completed but will be recheckd atertMr rTToad.  

(k). W-3.1A3 - Safety Injection System (SIS)-Integrated Check Valve Flow 
and Integrity Test - Document the changing of FI-63-76 range 
according to 7Df-WRTH-10261. The existing flow Indicator has been 
tested; however, it is scheduled for replacement. This will 
increase the ability to more accurately measue the S3 check valve 
back leakage.

.4
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(1). W-9.2 - Inoo; Thermocouple System - Performt at 250OF, 
3500r, 500o?, and 557oF during heatup. Collect resistance 
data from spars resistane. temperature detectors (RTDs) and 
tompelamrt" dta from Incoee thermocouples. The test will 
detemlm T tram data collected fom RTDs and oompute 
ooreotlen 126tors tor mnoore thermocouples. This test is to be re-perfarmed due to the replacement, as a system enhancement, of 
the Imcare thermocouples and modifications to the cables and 
reference Junction bones before criticality.  

joý..- - - - -- I- - _ - - 1 .4 (a).V r Liquid Vaste Prasng - All of the required testing assd wd mith mit I Is camplete. The two remaining open items 

a 4*- 4este• w1ll be sleeed Wmn the modifications on She waste 
and g 1iary waste evaporator .ekagps are coeplete under ZCW 
371 modifications will relocate the waste condensate tanks rxram all a now bypertlltration system. The now equipment is niot Lo eq to be operatiall YntLl unilt 2 operation.  

(n). V-10.8 -HI - The remaining after fuel load testing consists of 
filling, venting, and pressurizing the system and verifying that the hi-lo level and pressure alarms fLmction properly. This system 
is not required to be operational until mode 3.  

, a,



Item No.  

VWBKMn8 10 
et. al 

FWW N N E B8 2 0

WBNNEB8335

ENCLOSURE 3 

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT- UNIT 1 
10OFO.55(e) REPORTS (CONSTRUCTION DEFICIENCY REPORTS) 

Justification 

7, Althoulh completion of the equipsnt qualification propea is required before Nil loading, specific components may be _ 

exempteld fro. full oompliance with the rule until Sowmber 3D, 
1985. The finl rnle oncemring nvirmmetul qualifiamtion 
of electrical equipmnt allows the licensee to complete its equipment qualification program after plant licensing provided 
that adequate Justification is given in accordanoe with the requirements specified by 10(FOO0.49(i). This Justification 

s submitted to the NRC by letters dated August 19, 1983, 
July 24, 1984, and December 20, 1984.  

8 This iten involves the accuracy of wide-range RCS pressure 
transmitters. Westingiouse has advised TVA that all h-hadare 
required for installation of the new instrument channels 
cannot be procured, delivered, and installed before fuel 

-1, loading of WBN unit 1. New RCS transmitters will be installmd outside contairuget efnr. initial criticality. 1 "ft NOtM .
~. r~ at

-~

* ~

.... ZT., r ~Lo'j3 t e.l WrU"fL mil d10a-

-- - v I.•~ Iherw ti-Aiv andli5 

This item involved an error in the peak containment 
temperature aMlysis which did not consider superheated steam 
release due to uncovering steam generator tube3. Westitnous.e 
has informed TVA that- opos'3 amlyjtcal techniques being 
used for Duke's Catawba Niaclear•Station_4CMS) yield 
contaimenit temperatures that are less than those currently 
used in the desig basis of the plant. Sinoe WBN is 
essentially the same as CNS, TVA intends to apply the same 
anklytiftl techniques used for-CNS at WBN and expects the ame 
resuts. TVA, in conjunction with Westinghouse, does., 
however, glan to complete a lant - i'_srMe aremi si a fr 1i 
approilately two weeks after the NRC-NRR Containment Svstm&
Branch aproves te M.

Based on the TVA review of the Westingouse program on-the CNS 
and the analyses performed to date, TV& _doe nct expect this 
conditicn-t- require any modifloations to the existing plant 
design. As such, it is our position that-initial tual loading 
and power asoension (up to full power) of WBN unit I can 
prooeed without any unneoessary or- undue risks to the health 
and safety of the public.

±ýý
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5760, 5761, All of these itta deal with inadeqiate separation of 
BIBNEED'422, & redundant safe shutdown circuits (i.e., 10 MJ50 r Appndix It, 

WBNMB8430 specifications were not met). TVA Is rerouting or otherwise 
protecting these circuits to comply with 10CS0, Appendix R.  
These safe shutdown circuits must be protected fram fire 
damage to assure a" CoOntrolled safe wtdoen from operating 
conditions in the event of a fire. Before entry Into mode 3, 

- .. the nesd to prvtket safe Shutdown circuits Is moot since 
the plant is already shut down and no fission products exist 
In the oore or reactor coolant. Therefore, 11A U1,jgLal et 
these m*41flg~tiaw-h•ora1 pro"mdi i•nt wALda • uring ..  

i plant startup. For ad d cU-oml details rafer to the 
disoussion of outstanding Appendix A items in enclosure 1.

WBNNEB8o 3 This item involves an error In the Vestinlihouse min team 
line break (I[LB) amlysis for peak main stem valve room 
temperature which did not conider superheated stem release 
due to uncovering steam 1enerator tubes. TVA has completed an 
aalysis to revise the environmental profiles resulting from a 
postulated HSIB in the main steam line valve rooms utilizing 
data from Westinghouse. TVA Is confident that the application 
of the release rates for an HSLB inside oontalment conser
vatively bounds the release rates for a valve room M6LB, and 
becauee of the design similarities between CNS and WBN, TVA is 
also confident that the use of the CNS data for WIN is 
appropriate.  

TVA's evaluation of the postulated tSLB in the valve vault 
indicated that (1) the structural steel will remain intact 
even though some localized yielding will occur, (2) the valve 
vault concrete may undergo same localized damage with some 
spelling but its structural integrity will not be affected, 
and (3) all safety-related mechanical and class 1E electrical 
equpment (with the exoeption of postaccident monitoring (PAM) 
instruments and associated cabling) will perform all their 
required functions before temperatures rise to levels which 
invalidate the environmental qualification threshold of the 
equipment. Additionally, It was determined that equipeent 
which could fail when its environmental qualification 
tamperature is e*xeeded will fall in a position not adversely 
affecting plant safety. The PAM instrummitatinn and cabltn_.  
which is required to function during and after the event will 
be protected from the valve vault environment by thermal 
installation and will be oomplete by fuel loadini. ,/ 

boause this problem has been determined to be generic to 
Westinghouse plants and a nuaber of these plants have 
requested the same analysis that TVA has, Wistingiouee will be 
resolving this issue through the Regulatory r-ionse Group and 
expects to issue a final report on the matter by May 1985.
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Even t,.oth TVA believes that its in-ho.-e amlysis Is 
conservative and the Westinbome Information vill not 
contradict the Mrlysis results nor require any additional 
corrective action, TA will defer submittal of a final report 
on this matter to NRC untli after review of the Westinghouse 
Information. TVA expects this review to be complete and the 
fial report to NRC to be issued byv'June 14, 1985.  

25 This Item involves a deficiency with field-installed 
electrical -cables. Specifically, field wiring that termiaites 
within the housing of two soluiold valves has insulation whIdh 
is not rated for temperatures which could possibly be 

/7 generated within the valves. This condition was origlially 
Identiflhd in NRC-OIE Information Notice 8-68.  

In general, the use of electrical cable with inadequate 
temperature-rated Insulation within a high ambient tmperature 
valve body could cause the inmulation to degrade prematurely.  
This could result in cable insulation failure and could 
possibly result in a failure of the ability of an affected 
valve to perform an intended safety function. With reprd to 
WBN, •VA has determined by analysis that onaly to Taet Rock 
valý3, TVA Mae. O-FSV-32-61-A and O-*SV-32-87-B, would be 
s3 i- ficantly affected by the 280OF t0 oerat which could 

-rerheae nsde the valve housing. These valves control the 
flow of cooling water to the control air compressors. At 
their rated current, these cables can operate for 8000 hours 
(0.913 year) at 2800 F. In addition, these valves fail open 
and they can be taanually isolated and bypassed, so the 
potential for these valves to adversely affect the safe 
operation of the plant is minimai. The field wiring is 
scheduled to be replaced by 9/13/85.


